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Bristol's long HPC history
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Thank you President Obama…

White House press release, July 29th 2015
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Executive order key objectives
• Accelerating delivery of a capable exascale computing
system that integrates hardware and software capability
to deliver approximately 100 times the performance of current
10 petaflop systems across a range of applications
representing government needs.
• Increasing coherence between the technology base used
for modeling and simulation and that used for data analytic
computing.
• Establishing, over the next 15 years, a viable path forward
for future HPC systems even after the limits of current
semiconductor technology are reached (the "post- Moore's
Law era").
• Increasing the capacity and capability of an enduring
national HPC ecosystem by employing a holistic approach
that addresses relevant factors such as networking
technology, workflow, downward scaling, foundational
algorithms and software, accessibility, and workforce
development.
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Top
ten
exascale
challenges
Top 10 Exascale challenges
1.

Energy efficiency: Creating more energy-efficient circuit, power, and

2.

Interconnect technology: Increasing the performance and energy

cooling technologies.

efficiency of data movement.
3. Memory technology: Integrating advanced memory technologies to
improve both capacity and bandwidth.
4. Scalable system software: Developing scalable system software that is
power- and resilience-aware.
5. Programming systems: Inventing new programming environments that
express massive parallelism, data locality, and resilience
6. Data management: Creating data management software that can handle
the volume, velocity and diversity of data that is anticipated.
1. Energy efficiency: Creating more energy-efficient circuit, power, and
technologies.
7. cooling
Exascale
algorithms: Reformulating science problems and redesigning,
2. Interconnect
technology
: Increasing
the performance
and energy
or reinventing,
their
solution
algorithms
for exascale systems.
efficiency
of data movement.
3.8. Memory
technologyfor
: Integrating
advanced memory
technologies
to
Algorithms
discovery,
design,
and decision
: Facilitating
improve both capacity and bandwidth.
mathematical optimization and uncertainty quantification for exascale
4. Scalable
system software
scalable making.
system software that is
discovery,
design,: Developing
and decision
powerand resilience-aware.
5.9. Programming
systems
: Inventing
new programming
environments
that scientific computation in
Resilience
and
correctness
: Ensuring
correct
express massive parallelism, data locality, and resilience
face of faults, reproducibility, and algorithm verification challenges.
6. Data management: Creating data management software that can handle
volume, velocity and diversity of data that is anticipated.
10.the Scientific
productivity: Increasing the productivity of computational
7. Exascale
algorithms
: Reformulating
science problems
and redesigning,
scientists with
new software
engineering
tools and environment
or reinventing, their solution algorithms for exascale systems.

Top ten exascale challenges

8.

Algorithms for discovery, design, and decision: Facilitating

mathematical optimization and uncertainty
quantification
for exascale
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McIntosh-Smith
discovery, design, and decision making.
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Energy efficiency
• All handled by the hardware, right?
• Not necessarily: some algorithms may be
more energy efficient than others

• I just need to reduce FLOP/s to save
{performance|power}
• FLOP/s tending towards being "free", moving
data is what really costs
• Might be cheaper/faster to recompute rather
than save/reuse
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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FP7 Mont Blanc project
Build a supercomputer from mobile
processor technology – is it more energy
efficient?
• Project running since Oct 2011
• €16m total EU funding for 6 years
• 14 project partners
• Several prototype machines so far
http://www.montblanc-project.eu/
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Mont-Blanc2 consortium
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Project review - P1

Barcelona, 6th November 2014
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Mont Blanc compute card
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Compute blade and chassis
Carrier blade
15 x Compute cards
485 GFLOP/s
1 GbE to 10 GbE
300 Watts
1.6 GFLOP/s/W
Blade chassis 7U
9 x Carrier blade
135 x Compute cards
4.3 TFLOP/s
2.7 kWatts
1.6 GFLOP/s/W
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Mont Blanc prototype
Prototype machine (2 racks):
• 8 standard BullX chassis
• 72 compute blades
• 1,080 compute cards with a
total of 2,160 CPU cores and
1,080 GPUs
• SoC Samsung Exynos 5 Dual
• CPU Cortex-A15@1.7GHz
dual core
• GPU ARM Mali T-604
(OpenCL 1.1 capable)

© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Mont Blanc applications
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What progress is being made in
energy efficient software?
Not much.
Most results show that optimising for energy efficiency is
the same as optimising for performance.
Biggest successes so far seem to be in:
• Autotuning DVFS by application (e.g. turn down
voltage of cores in memory bandwidth-bound codes)
• Approximate computing: trade accuracy of results
against energy required

© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Other EE related EU projects
p FP7 Minimising Energy Consumption of
Computing to the Limit (MINECC) - €15M
• E.g. Exa2Green, ENTRA, PARADIME

p SCORPIO
p EXCESS (Execution Models for Energy-Efficient
Computing Systems)
p ADEPT (Addressing Energy in Parallel
Technologies)
p CoolEmAll
p Score-E … and many, many more
17

Recent HPC papers on EE
Have been systematically reviewing energy efficiency
papers at relevant journals and conferences:
•
•
•
•

SC'13:
SC'14:
ISC'14:
ISC'15:

4 / 90 papers, 2 / 74 BoFs
7 / 81 papers, 4 / 85 BoFs
3 / 33 papers, 2 / 20 BoFs
7 / 37 papers, 1 / 17 BoFs

• Energy efficiency just starting to figure as a major
research issue at the top HPC conferences
• This is a critical issue that needs to be addressed!
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EE scorecard
• Lots of activity
• Some successes in a few areas
• But nothing transformative
• Grade: B(trying hard but could do better)
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Fault tolerance & resilience
• All handled by the hardware, right?
• No free lunch!
• Consider "simple" ECC on external DRAM
•
•
•
•

Single Error Correct Double Error Detect
Uses an extra 8 parity bits per 64 data bits
12.5% more memory, bandwidth, power, …
Expensive, slow mechanism when an
uncorrectable error occurs
• Invoke OS, checkpoint/restart sequence, …
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Checkpoint/restart
• But if ECC doesn't catch the error,
checkpoint/restart solves the problem,
right?
Total DRAM

Increase

Data you need
to save/restore

Bandwidth to storage

Time
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Application-Based Fault
Tolerance (ABFT)
Lots of good progress being made in:
• Dense linear algebra
• Sparse linear algebra
• Monte Carlo
Further behind (but showing good potential):
• Structured / unstructured grids
• N-body
• Spectral (FFT)
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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What's missing to make more
progress?
• Widely supported, mature, fault tolerant
MPI and OpenMP implementations
• Better understanding in the community of
the natural fault tolerance in our scientific
algorithms and implementations
• Motivation (but that will come at scale)
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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An ABFT example - TeaLeaf
•
•
•
•
•

Developed in Bristol with AWE
Part of Sandia's Mantevo mini-app suite
Heat diffusion simulation
2D & 3D
Implicit sparse matrix solver (PPCG with
communication avoidance for better strong
scaling)
• Written in FORTRAN, C, OpenCL/CUDA,
OpenMP, MPI etc.
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What causes faults?
Many different kinds of fault can cause errors
(G. Gibson, Proc. of the DSN2006, June, 2006):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft errors (bit flips in memory etc)
Hard errors (component breakage)
Power outages
OS errors
System software errors
Administrator error (human)
User error (human)
25

Research Status Anatomy

Checkpointing!
& Restart (C/R)!

Large!
Small!

Diskless !
Checkpointing !

Algorithm Based!
Fault Tolerance!
(ABFT)!

Overhead!
Application Specificity!

Jack Dongarra, ISC 2014, Leipzig

Small!

Large!
7
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ABFT existing examples
• One of the earliest developed by
K.H. Huang and Jacob Abraham:
ABFT for Matrix Operations,
IEEE Trans. Computers, January 1984.
• More recently implemented by Dongarra
and others in dense linear algebra
libraries (ScaLAPACK, Magma/Plasma
etc.)
27

Algorithm&Based&Fault&Tolerance&
Algorithm&Based&Fault&Tolerance&
ABFT dense linear algebra example
• Before the factorization starts, a
• Before the factorization starts, a
checksum is taken and Algorithm Based
checksum is taken and Algorithm Based
Fault Tolerance (ABFT) is used to carry
Fault Tolerance (ABFT) is used to carry
the checksum along with the computation.
the checksum along with the computation.

Jack Dongarra, ISC 2014, Leipzig
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ABFT for sparse matrix
computations
• Most of the matrix elements are zero
• Stored in a compressed format
• Which elements are non-zero may change
over time
• Can't use the same approach as dense LA
So we need a different approach for sparse
matrices…
29

Sparse matrix compressed formats
• Sparse matrices are typically mostly 0
• E.g. in the University of Florida sparse
matrix collection (~2,600 real, floating
point examples), the median fill of nonzeros is just ∼0.24%
• Therefore stored in a compressed format,
such as COOrdinate format (COO) and
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR)
30

COO sparse matrix format
x-coord
0

y-coord
31 32

64-bit value
63 64

127

• Conceptually think of each sparse matrix element as a
128-bit structure:
• Two 32-bit unsigned coordinates (x,y)
• One 64-bit floating point data value

• Observation 1: In a COO format sparse matrix, there
is as much data in the indices as in the floating point
values
31

Protecting sparse matrix indices
• It turns out almost all sparse matrices
store their elements in sorted order
• Observation 2: We can exploit this
ordering, along with the sparse matrix
structure, to define a set of index
relationships, or criteria, which can then
be tested as elements are accessed
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Sparse matrix index criteria 1
For an m x n sparse matrix:
• 0 < xk ≤ m
• 0 < yk ≤ n
Does this help us?
• Largest matrix in UoFlorida set: ~118Mx118M
• Only uses bottom 27 bits of x and y indices
• Top 5 bits (at least) must always be 0 (15%)
• This has reduced the number of susceptible bits
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Sparse matrix index criteria 2
Exploit the ordering of sparse matrix
elements:
• xk-1 ≤ xk ≤ xk+1
• yk-1 < yk when xk-1 = xk
• where 1 < k < NNZ
Harder to evaluate how much these help us,
as the answer depends on the distribution of
the non-zeros in the matrix
34

Distributions of non zeros
yk-1

yk

yk+1

When non zeros are very spread out, potentially many bits of yk could
be flipped while still
satisfying the ordering constraint

yk-1

yk

yk+1

When non zeros are closer together, there are far fewer susceptible bits,
i.e. bits of yk that can be flipped without the ordering constraint spotting
the fault
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Non zero distributions
• Most real-world sparse matrices contain a
lot of "clumping" of the non-zeros

"nasasrb"

"circuit5M"
36

Results from "nasasrb"
The number of protected bits as a proportion of all row index elements

Percentage of elements (%)

100

80

60

All indices have at least 17 of their
32 bits protected

40

20

Nearly 70% of all indices fully protected

0
32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10

8

6

4

2

Number of protected bits
~55Kx55K, 0.1% non-zero
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Results from "circuit5M"
The number of protected bits as a proportion of all row index elements

Percentage of elements (%)

100

80

60

All indices have at least 9 of their 32
bits protected

40

20

About 45% of all indices fully protected
0
32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10

8

6

4

2

Number of protected bits
~5.5Mx5.5M, 0.0002% non-zero
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Exploiting index constraints
• Most constraints can be implemented with
very simple integer operations
• Arithmetic, bit shifts, comparisons

• These can be implemented in just a few
instructions on most modern computer
architectures
• Sparse matrix element accesses tend to
cause cache misses
• Opportunity to perform constraint checks in
parallel with long latency DRAM accesses

• A prototype implementation has the
constraints checking overhead down to ~10%
R. Hunt and S. McIntosh-Smith, "Exploiting Spatial Information in
Datasets To Enable Fault Tolerant Sparse Matrix Solvers", FTS,
IEEE Cluster, Chicago, Sep 8th 2015
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Going beyond index constraint checking
Advantages of approach:
• Fast to test, enables some correction
• Software implementation
• Catches majority of errors in many cases
Disadvantages:
• Doesn't catch all bit flip errors
• Only protects the indices, not the data
40

Software ECC protection of
sparse matrix elements
• Remember that most sparse matrices only
use 27 bits of their 32-bit indices
• And most only use 24 bits

• Observation 3: This leave 10-16 bits that
could be "repurposed" for a software ECC
scheme
• A software ECC scheme could save
considerable energy, performance and
memory (all in region of 10-20%)
41

COO sparse matrix format
x-coord
0

y-coord
31 32

64-bit value
63 64

127

• Using 8 bits of the 128-bit compound element
would allow a full single error correct, double error
detect (SECDED) scheme in software
• Use e.g. 4 unused bits from the top of each index
• Limits their size to "just" 0..227 (0..134M)

• Requires no more bandwidth, just more compute
• Actually saves the 12.5% ECC bandwidth…
42

FT scorecard
• Lots of progress
• A lot of success already
• Needs to become pervasive:
• Move out of research into production

• Grade: B+
(keep up the good work)

© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Performance portability
Next generation HPC architectures diversifying:
1. Many small nodes: Intel KNL/KNH, AMD
APUs, ARM-based CPUs
• Nodes consist of one or two many-core
processors (homogeneous or heterogeneous)

2. Fewer fatter nodes: IBM POWERn with
Nvidia Volta
• Nodes have multiple multi-core CPUs and manycore GPUs with very fast, chip-to-chip
interconnect between them – 40 TFLOP/s per
node!!
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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http://www.hpcwire.com/2015/02/04/obamas-2016-budget-request-holds-clues-exascale/

© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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HPC nirvana
• (Re)write your code once, run efficiently
everywhere
• Realistic?
• Don't even really have this today on CPU-based
systems
• E.g. x86 clusters and Blue Gene

• Expect to see a lot more (i) Domain Specific
Languages (DSLs), (ii) code generation and (iii)
autotuning to help make this a reality
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Performance Portability
How close can we get?
• My group has been looking at this problem
for 6 years
• Only one truly cross platform parallel
programming API we could use to date:
• OpenCL

• Have been working our way through each
of the seven dwarfs to see if we can
develop PP exemplars…
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Performance portable N-Body
BUDE: performance portable molecular
docking using OpenCL.

"High Performance in silico Virtual Drug Screening on Many-Core Processors",
S. McIntosh-Smith, J. Price, R.B. Sessions, A.A. Ibarra, IJHPCA 2014
48
DOI: 10.1177/1094342014528252

CloverLeaf: PetaàExascale
hydrodynamics mini-app
• Developed in collaboration with AWE in the UK
• CloverLeaf is a bandwidth-limited, structured grid
code and part of Sandia's Mantevo benchmarks.
• Solves the compressible Euler equations, which
describe the conservation of energy, mass and
momentum in a system.
• Optimised parallel versions exist in OpenMP, MPI,
OpenCL, OpenACC, CUDA and Co-Array Fortran.
S.N. McIntosh-Smith, M. Boulton, D. Curran, & J.R. Price, “On the
performance portability of structured grid codes on many-core computer
architectures”, ISC, Leipzig, June 2014. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-07518-1_4
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CloverLeaf sustained bandwidth
54%

S.N. McIntosh-Smith, M. Boulton, D. Curran, & J.R. Price, “On the
performance portability of structured grid codes on many-core computer
architectures”, ISC, Leipzig, June 2014. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-07518-1_4
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o scale well up to thousands of GPUs (>40 mill

CloverLeaf (Peta)-scaling

•
•

Weak scaled across 16,000 GPUs on Oak Ridge's Titan
Represented ~1.9 PetaBytes/s of memory bandwidth

Figure : Scaling

S.N. McIntosh-Smith, M. Boulton, D. Curran, & J.R. Price, “On the
performance portability of structured grid codes on many-core computer
architectures”, ISC, Leipzig, June 2014. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-07518-1_4
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Performance Portability
Solutions for the masses?
• Low-level (ninja) APIs like OpenCL are OK
inside libraries or as targets for DSLs and
code generators, but perhaps too hard for
most scientific software developers
• Pragmatically the answer is OpenMP/MPI
• Only sensible solution is to use open
industry standards
• As users we're still allowing the vendors to
dictate what programming languages we
must use – this has to change!
© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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A parting thought

© Simon McIntosh-Smith
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Relative improvement

Long-‐term	
  fundamental	
  trends	
  
We need to
design codes
for here!

Microprocessor performance
~55% per annum

We design
codes for here

Memory capacity
~49% per annum
(and slowing down?)
Memory bandwidth
~30% per annum
(and slowing down?)
Memory latency
<<30% per annum

Time
© Simon McIntosh-Smith

Conclusions
• Fault tolerance / resilience is set to become a
first-order concern for Exascale scientific
software
• Application-based fault tolerance (ABFT) is one
promising technique to address this issue
• ABFT can be applied at the library-level to help
protect large-scale sparse matrix operations
• It's much harder to see how software can have
a significant impact on energy efficiency, but
we've got to try
• We musn't forget the other small problems of
scaling to billion-way parallelism etc…
Twitter: @simonmcs

http://uob-hpc.github.io
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